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A

ny electrical design and installation
is based on a number of conditions.
Traditionally, such conditions include reliability, performance and
economics. Usually these conditions are dictated by the clients, who want such installations to function in a dependable manner and
be economically feasible.
But regardless of the client's criteria, one condition that must be consistently met by the design and installation - is safety.

For example, Rule 2124 of the CE Code
governs criteria for fire
stopping in fire separations, and it references
the National Building
Code of Canada (NBCC)
for necessary means to comply with these
fire stopping requirements.

Rule 2-126 of the CEC
mandates flame spread
requirements for electrical conductors depending on a type of
Design and installation of electrical equipment building construction
must meet safety requirements of the Canadian or on location of these
Electrical Code adopted for administrative use conductors in a building.
in a province, territory or municipality.
This, latter condition is mandated by the appropriate codes and standards adopted for
regulatory purpose in each jurisdiction where
installation takes place.

Although the CE Code establishes minimum
requirements for electrical safety in installations, it also covers specific fire safety provisions for certain equipment.
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This Rule also references fire protection provisions of the NBCC for applicable FT
marking of combustible insulation or jackets of
electrical conductors.
Another such example could be illustrated by
the requirement of Rule 32-200 for protection
of conductors supplying a fire pump against
exposure to fire. Appendix B Note on this Rule
also explains fire protection provisions of the
NBCC in this regard.
(Continued on page 2)
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this is not the only condition that is placed by
Sentence 3.4.6.15.(4) of the NBCC in conjunction with a permitted use of the electromagnetic
lock.

(Continued from page 1)

Rule 32-110, for instance, regulates installation of carbon monoxide alarms and smoke
alarms in the dwelling units. This rule also proTherefore, an electrical designer and electrical
vides important explanatory references to the
installer must take into account a need for inNBCC provisions for installation of these electerlocks required by the NBCC and a need for
trically connected fire safety devices
the wiring methods to be consistent with proviAppendix G of the CEC provides a complete
sions of the CEC for Class 1 circuits (as this is
cross-reference to the NBCC in respect to fire
a life safety application).
protection provisions for installation of electriOf course, a building permit would be required
cal equipment, and the Appendix G serves as a
to be obtained before an application for the
useful tool to the electrical designers, installers
electrical permit is submitted. Lack of underand regulators.
standing of the fire safety requirements of the
However, there are some situations where elec- NBCC in design and installation of an electritrical designers and installers could
cally connected locking device might adversely
be confused on the extent of fire safety require- impact on a fire safety - by preventing expediments of the NBCC. As the result, impact on
ent exiting from a building.
the electrical design and installations might be
If, however, a designer is incorporating a lockquite drastic.
ing device only as means of access control to
Let's explore a few particular situations.
a tenant unit, then the NBCC fire safety provisions do not apply for such installation, no
One of such subjects for misconception - is use
building permit would be required in conjuncof locking devices on access doors to a typical
tion with such electrical work, and wiring of
commercial tenant unit. If the locking of
such locking devices would have to simply meet
the door is intended to prevent egress from a
provisions of Section 16 of the CE Code for a
building or a tenant space, then only use of
typical Class 2 circuit (i.e. for a typical security
electromagnetic locks (that do not incorporate
system installation). As it could be seen from
latches, pins or similar devices that might keep
this example - a difference in design and instalthe door in the closed position) is permitted by
lation could be very tangible.
the NBCC, provided that the electromagnetic
lock will release upon activation of the building Let's review another example: use of a UPS.
fire alarm system, upon loss of power, or upon
First of all, we'd have to clearly understand the
actuation of a manually operated switch accesintent of such use. If a typical UPS equipment
sible to authorized personnel. And such egress
is utilized as a back up power supply source for
door must be opened from the inside with not
such loads as IT equipment, kitchen preparamore than one releasing operation and without
tion equipment, sump pumps, etc., then the
requiring keys or specialized knowledge - by
NBCC and the CEC do not restrict such use of
applying a force of not more than 90 N to the
a UPS. It could be installed in accordance with
door opening hardware, so this force will initithe applicable provisions of the CE Code. If,
ate an irreversible process that will release the
(Continued on page 3)
electromagnetic locking device within 15 s. And
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flict with the life and fire safety provisions of
the NBCC and the CEC.

(Continued from page 2)

however, a designer intends to use a UPS as a
required source of the emergency power
supply, such application could be problematic
(despite the fact that a typical UPS could function as a dependable source of the emergency
power). The problem with such use is that the
NBCC (Articles 3.2.7.4. and 3.2.7.9.) and the
CE Code (Rule 46-202) only allow use of a batteries, generators or combination of both as the
emergency power supply source.

One more example related to the fire safety
could be also appropriate in this discussion. If
a designer decides to use a generator as a
backup power source for the IT loads, and such
generator is not required by the NBCC to be
used as the emergency power source for life
safety systems, then all loads connected to this
generator could be supplied via a single transfer switch. If, however, the generator is used as
the emergency power supply source for any
In fact, Article 700 "Emergency Systems" and
component of life safety system defined in Rule
Article 701 "Legally Required Standby Systems" 46-002 of the CE Code, then all life safety sysof the NEC also permit use of batteries or gen- tem loads must be supplied from the generator
erators as the source of the emergency power
via a dedicated transfer switch [see Rule 46supply. No UPS is specifically recognized by
108(5) and Figure 8 of the CEC].
each of the referenced Codes for such purLet's switch gear, and review performance aspose. Thus, if a designer utilizes a UPS unit as
pects of a typical electrical system in respect to
the emergency power supply source for life
a selective coordination of the overcurrent desafety systems defined in Rule 46-002 or for
vices installed in the system.
essential electrical systems described in Rule
24-302 of the CEC, and such use of a UPS is
Does the CE Code mandate coordination of the
undertaken instead of the required batteries overcurrent devices in an electrical system, and
or a generator, then this approach is a definite does such coordination represent a safety issue
recipe for trouble, as this approach is inconsis- from the Code perspective?
tent with the NBCC and the CEC, and the reguIn general (except for a few specific instances
lators would not accept it.
shown below) the CE Code does not mandate
If, however, a UPS unit is used as a convenselective coordination of the overcurrent deience means for a secondary backup to a batvices, as such coordination deals with a pertery or a generator, this approach does not con(Continued on page 4)
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the CEC - between the generator overcurrent
protection device and overcurrent devices informance of the system components but not
stalled in feeders and branch circuits that supwith the safety of the system. Therefore, in or- ply life safety systems and other electrical
der to ascertain the acceptable performance of equipment connected to the load side of the
an electrical system, the designers must take
emergency generator. This Rule mandates seinto the account a good engineering practice in lective operation of the branch circuit overcurproviding a selective coordination of the overrent device when a fault occurs in that branch
current devices installed in various parts of the circuit. The designers should be aware that in a
system. Otherwise, a single fault in a branch
distribution arrangement where the main overcircuit might disconnect the entire system, if
current device is rated, let say, at 1600 A and
the overcurrent devices in branch circuits are
downstream overcurrent devices are rated at
not coordinated with the overcurrent devices
400 A or 200 A, compliance with this coordinainstalled in distribution feeders or in the build- tion criteria would not create a problem. But if
ing service. If not sure how to resolve selective the main overcurrent device is set, let say at
coordination issues, the designers should com- 400 A, and downstream feeder overcurrent demunicate these issues with the experts reprevices are rated at 200 A or 100 A, then it would
senting manufacturers of the overcurrent debe quite difficult to accomplish the desired covices.
ordination, and the manufacturing experts
should be consulted on the best approach in
However, there are several places in the CE
solving this issue.
Code, where selective coordination is specifically mandated by the Code requirements.
And as usual, designers and installers should
discuss ail questionable aspects of relevant
Rule 14-102(8), for example, permits use of upcodes and standards with the applicable AHJ's,
stream protective device settings - to exceed the
so there are no unpleasant surprises when devalues mandated by Subrule (2) in ground fault
sign or installation is completed, and the reguschemes where it is necessary to obtain desired
lators are asked to accept this design or instalcoordination between the overcurrent devices.
lation.
(Continued from page 3)

Appendix B Note on Rule 32-206 (which explains provisions for overcurrent protection in a
fire pump circuit) clarifies that the overcurrent
protection selected in the circuit breaker installed upstream of a fire pump controller
should be coordinated with the overcurrent device inside the fire pump controller "in a such
a manner that the upstream overcurrent
device does not disconnect the circuit prior
to the operation of the fire pump controller
overcurrent device". The reason for such reference in the Code is quite obvious - fire safety.

Ark is a registered
professional engineer with
a master’s degree in
Electrical Engineering. He
is currently the Chair of
the Technical Committee
for the Canadian Electrical
Code and is representing
the CE Code Committee on
the CMP-1 of the National
Electrical Code.

A similar fire safety provision is the basis for
coordination requirement of Rule 46-206(1) of
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Electrical Engineer takes over reins at Safety Authority
“My vision is that everyone would be a willing participant in the safety system to effect change, rather than relying on regulation to effect
change.” – Catherine Roome, new President and CEO of the BC Safety Authority.
Catherine Roome, an electrical engineer, has taken over the reins as the new President and Chief Executive Officer of the BC Safety Authority
– a BC-wide company of 300 employees committed to the oversight of public safety in the technical and trades industry.
“As the Province’s delegated authority, we administer safety standards and enforce compliance. We also issue permits and licences, educate,
and conduct on-site inspections giving priority to higher-risk situations. We continuously advance the standards of safe practices in BC,” explains Roome. Included under the Safety Authority’s regulation are electrical equipment and systems in most municipalities.
Roome says she will be pushing forward a business philosophy built around risk management – where reducing or eliminating risk becomes
the responsibility of industry, business owners and operators. “I think if you get the economic benefit from creating a risk, you are also accountable for controlling that risk. That seems fair to me.”
But Roome also expresses a vision where everyone would be a willing participant in the safety system to effect change, rather than relying on
regulation to promote change. “Often regulation is put into place after a catastrophic incident. We could avoid that by each of us doing our
part: the Safety Authority in disseminating information on what we believe are risks in the future; and industry and companies creating innovative practices to control those risks.”
Roome joined the BC Safety Authority as Vice-President of Engineering in 2005, coming from BC Hydro where she had been general manager
of its Thermal Operations. She was appointed the Safety Authority’s Chief Operating Officer in 2007. More information on Roome and the BC
Safety Authority can be found at www.safetyauthority.ca.
The new CEO said she is looking forward to hearing from stakeholders and clients, and looking at ways to improve processes and encourage
innovation, both from the Safety Authority and those in the safety business.
“Business is all about building relationships,” she says. “We need to look at new ways of thinking. Confident decisions. And everyone doing
their part. That’s progress.”
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This is the ninth and final article in a series
reviewing the changes to the 2009 Canadian
Electrical Code.
by Ted Simmons

T

his article will focus on the changes
prevent unlicensed individuals from installing
made to Sections 48, 56, 58, 62, 68, fiber optic cables in their raceways. As it is
76 and 86.
highly unlikely that unlicensed individuals
would perform this type of work in an indusSection 48 – Motion picture studios, trial establishment, the previous requirement
projection rooms, film exchanges including identified in Rule 56-200(3) which required the
film
vaults and storehouses for pyelectric circuits to be functionally associated
roxylin plastic and nitrocellulose x-ray and
has been removed for industrial establishments
photographic film.
only.
Rules 48-012, 48-022, 48-204 and 48-206

Section 58 – Passenger ropeways and similar
equipment

These rules have been revised by replacing the
previously used terms “lamps” and “lighting fix- A number of electrical requirements for passentures” with the term “luminaire/s”. This
ger ropeways are included in the CSA-Z98 Paschange has been made throughout the Code.
senger Ropeway Standard. This Standard does
not have jurisdiction over electrical equipment
As a note of interest regarding Section 48, a
proposal is currently being reviewed by the Part and consequently Section 58 has been introI Technical Committee to completely delete this duced to identify the electrical requirements
pertaining to tramways, chairlifts, gondolas,
section from the Code as with the advent of
surface ropeways, passenger conveyors and
new technology these requirements are no
longer deemed necessary. There are, however, similar equipment.
some concerns regarding the storage aspects of
cellulose films (ie: for archives, etc.) and it was
agreed these rules should be retained, but
rather than have a stand alone section for
these requirements, it has been proposed to
relocate the rules on cellulose film storage (ie:
rules 48-020 to 48-026) to Section 26.

As this is a completely new section, specific attention will be given to the new requirements in
a future article.
Section 62 – Fixed electric space and surface heating systems
The previous Rule 62-210 – Wattage of heating panels and panel sets was considered unenforceable as it was questionable if electrical
personnel could determine whether the watt
density of a heating panel could produce an exposed ceiling surface temperature in excess of

Section 56 – Optical fiber cables
Rule 56-200 – Non-conductive optical fiber
cables
The requirements in this rule were originally
introduced by the communication utilities to

(Continued on page 7)
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Rule 68-058 – Bonding to ground

(Continued from page 6)

The increased use of salt-based chlorine generation systems is causing increased corrosion
rates for equipment associated with pools including electric pump

the limiting temperature of the ceiling finish
material. Consequently, the rule has been removed from the Code and Rules 62-212
through to 62-226 have been renumbered 62210 to 62-224.

motors, etc. The introduction of salts from the
salt-based generation systems also increases
the conductivity of the pool water. In order to
reduce the exposure to the safety hazards created by equipment corrosion and increased water conductivity, the Code now requires bonding of all swimming pools. Accordingly, the
Code has deleted the previous

Section 68 – Pools, tubs, and spas
Rule 68-054 – Overhead wiring
The previous clearances required for overhead
wiring located above pools did not include an
allowance for sag and therefore conflicted with
the requirements of the Overhead Systems
Standard CSA C22.3. Accordingly, these clearances have been revised as follows: In Subrule
68-054(2) the horizontal clearance from the
pool edge was increased to 5m from 3m to ensure the conductors could comply with the required overhead clearances of 5m and 7.5m. In
addition, being that the previous rule was
somewhat specific and may not have covered
all equipment, Subrule (2) has been revised to
indicate it pertains to other elevated surfaces
associated with the pool such as: diving structures, slides, swings, etc.

Subrule 68-058(8) and the associated note in
Appendix “B”. In other words, the Code now
requires bonding of all swimming pools without exception.
Rule 68-064 – Receptacles
In order to eliminate confusion and be consistent with all other rules of the Code,
Subrule 68-064(2) was revised to indicate that
ground fault circuit interrupters shall be of the
Class A type.
Section 76 – Temporary wiring

In Subrule 68-054(3) the clearance above the
pool for insulated communication conductors,
communication antenna distribution conductors and neutral supported cables not exceeding 750V was increased from 4.5m to 5m in order to (as noted previously) harmonize with the
Part III Standard. The note and diagram pertaining to this rule in Appendix “B” have also
been revised to reflect these changes.

Rule 76-016 – Receptacles
The previous rule mandated that all 15A and
20A receptacles required to provide power for
buildings or projects under construction be
protected by GFCI’s of the Class A type.
As worded, this requirement would require
GFCI protection for a 20A, 600V/347V

Rule 68-056 – Underground wiring

(L23-20R) receptacle. In order to improve conThe text of the rule has not been changed, how- sistency and uniformity, the rule has been reever, it should be noted that the “minimum
vised to indicate it pertains only to 5-15R and 5
buried cable horizontal separations from pools” -20R receptacles.
identified in Table 61 have been revised to enSection 86 – Electric vehicle charging syssure the values in Part I harmonize with the
tems
values in Part III.
(Continued on page 8)
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- labelled in a conspicuous, legible and permanent manner, identifying it as an electric

(Continued from page 7)

Rule 86-100 – Special terminology

vehicle charging receptacle.

Electric Vehicle

- CSA configuration 5-20R supplied from a 125
V branch circuit rated at not less than 20 A; or

Low speed vehicles, or LSV’s, have been included under the definition of electric vehicles
and are described in Appendix “B” as a small
four-wheeled electric vehicle that can attain a
maximum speed of 40 KM/H in a distance of
1.6km. They are designed for use in controlled
areas and do not use fuel as an on-board
source of energy.

- the appropriate CSA configuration in accordance with Diagram 1 or 2 when supplied from
a branch circuit rated at more than 125V or
more than 20A. - protected by a GFCI of the
Class A type, when located outdoors and within
2.5m of finished grade.

Rule 86-300 – Branch circuits

Back to our regular review of the Code in the
next article.

In order to provide a dedicated circuit for electric vehicle charging equipment regardless of
the charging equipment rating, this rule was
Ted Simmons, is Chief
revised by removal of the wording “rated at 20A
Instructor, Electrical
or more”.
Apprenticeship Program

at the British Columbia
Institute of Technology,
Ted can he reached by email at
Ted_Simmons@bcit.ca.

Rule 86-306 – Receptacles for electric vehicle charging equipment
This is a new rule and requires the receptacles
for electric vehicle charging equipment to be:

Renewal Time
Application Form and Renewal Form on
the last Page of this News Letter
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Collage of Pictures taken during the Presentation on Solar Photovoltaic Systems
and upcoming changes to Section 50 for the 2012 C.E.Code. The Presenter was
Steve Douglas, Senior Technical Code Specialist For QPS Evaluations Services Inc.
Steve is the International Association of Electrical Inspectors Representative
for Part 1 of The C.E.Code and is the Chairperson for Section 50.
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Enforcing safety everyone expected to play by the rules
–

The BC Safety Authority (BCSA) took 51 enforcement actions against contractors, equipment owners and others doing work in BCSA-regulated technologies between January 1 and March 31, 2011.
Enforcement actions are part of an effort by the BC Safety Authority to promote compliance with safety standards and
legislation. “We use enforcement to keep people safe and to help level the playing field for a fair business environment,” says the BC Safety Authority’s Acting VP of Technical Programs, Greg Paddon. “Operating outside the safety
system creates undue risk. There are consequences for this type of activity. We expect everyone to play by the rules
and keep British Columbians safe.”
All of the 51 enforcement actions taken in this reporting period were compliance orders. A compliance order is most
commonly issued to require a person to either take action, stop, and/or modify their regulated work or use of a regulated product because it doesn’t meet code or otherwise contravenes legislation.
Thirty-four compliance orders were issued in the electrical technology. The remaining 17 compliance orders were
issued in the gas technology.
Other enforcement actions which may be taken by the BC Safety Authority in cases of non-compliance include suspended permit privileges, licence revocations and monetary penalties.
Quarterly statistics on enforcement actions are published on the BC Safety Authority’s website at:
www.safetyauthority.ca/enforcement.
*In order to understand enforcement actions in the broader perspective of BC’s safety system, please refer to the State of
Safety Report which can be accessed through the BCSA website at www.safetyauthority.ca/about/publications.
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Monday, September 26 th , 2011

125—East 2nd Street, North Vancouver, B.C.
(just off Lonsdale Avenue)
Social Hour 5:15—6:00
Dinner
6:00—7:00
Meeting
7:00— 9:00

Presentation on the new Section 64, Section 64 covers renewable energy
systems including; fuel cells, wind turbines, micro-hydro, hydro-kinetic, inverters, batteries, etc.. The Presenter is Ted Simmons, Chief Instructor of
the Electrical Apprenticeship Program at the British Columbia Institute of
Technology.

Dinner: $30
Most Important for Reservations: Please Phone Dwayne Askin (778)
396-2050 or Email: Dwayne.Askin@safetyauthority.ca

Membership Application & Renewal Form
For 1 year (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2011)

$ 50.00

For 2 years (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2012)

$ 100.00

For 3 years (Jan 1, 2011—Dec. 31, 2013)

$ 150.00

New Membership

Name (Please Print)
Address

Renewal
City

Postal Code

Inspector

Company

Title

Associate

Email

Mail to: The EIA of BC, Suite 201— 3989 Henning Drive,
Burnaby, B.C., V5C 6N5
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